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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS:

“Competing with Meal Delivery Service”
– Tony Orlando, Golden Dawn Supermarket

“Dealing with Amazon”
– Doug Goodwin, Shelf Scouter
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KEYNOTE EDUCATION:
“Data, Insights and Analysis”
– Mark Ehleben , FMS Solutions

“Growing Digital!”
– Eric Anderson, Principal, AR Marketing

“Customer Service – Don’t Let Convenience Go Too Far”
– Ryan Huffman, Huffman’s Market

Keeping up with new marketing communication channels is daunting. Traditional print, radio, 
television and billboards may not be enough. You'll gain a quick understanding of popular digital 
marketing lingo and leave with the tools to make intelligent decisions regarding your advertising 
spend going forward.

Each Roundtable session is 45 minutes and includes an opening presentation with topic-driven discussion after.
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TWO Events: Educational Program and Happy Hour Social
Event
Sponsors

While Amazon Fresh is in the forefront of online grocery delivery service, more companies begin 
to realize the importance of this relatively untapped aspect of the industry. Learn who the 
players are and how to get in the game of online delivery service and fulfillment.

Online ordering, curbside pickup, grocery concierge services…where does it stop? Exactly how 
far is too far when considering convenience for your customers? Are gimmicks and offers more 
important than old-fashioned personal service? What are the best ways to engage customers and 
keep them coming back to your store?

Online and call-in meal delivery service is here to stay as an offering for many grocery stores. As 
it becomes more popular, strategies to provide customer convenience and unique services are 
becoming important ways to survive. Discuss current trends and out-of-the box ways to compete 
with service offerings.

FMS and NGA recently released their annual “Independent Grocers Financial Survey” covering fiscal 
year 2016. Listen to the analytics from the report as well as a forecast of what the numbers mean for 
the industry’s coming years. How does your organization fit within the numbers and what might be 
the best route to take for the future?
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